Introduction {#Sec1}
============

A dominant trend in multimedia applications for industry and society today is the ever-growing scale of media collections. As the general public has been given tools for unprecedented media production, storage and sharing, media generation and consumption have increased drastically in recent years. Furthermore, upcoming multimedia applications in countless domains---from smart urban spaces and business intelligence to health and wellness, lifelogging, and entertainment---increasingly require joint modelling of multiple modalities \[[@CR20], [@CR47]\]. Finally, users expect to be able to work very efficiently with large-scale collections, even with the limited computing resources they have at their immediate disposal. All these trends contribute to making scalability a greater concern than ever before.Fig. 1.An outline of the user relevance feedback approach proposed in this paper. The shaded area indicates that the traditional relevance feedback pipeline is enhanced with a novel query mechanism to a state-of-the-art cluster-based high-dimensional index.

User relevance feedback, a form of interactive learning, provides an effective mechanism for addressing various analytic tasks that require alternating between search and exploration. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of such a relevance feedback process, where positive and negative relevance judgments from the user are used to train a classifier, which in turn is used to provide new suggestions to the user, with the process continuing until the user completes the interaction. There has been relatively little work on user relevance feedback and truly scalable and interactive multimedia systems in general in the last decade, however, which recently raised serious concerns in the multimedia community \[[@CR39]\]. Clearly, the time has come to re-visit interactive learning with an aim towards scalability.

We propose Exquisitor, a highly scalable and interactive approach for user relevance feedback on large media collections. As illustrated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the proposed approach tightly integrates high-dimensional indexing with the interactive learning process. To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first scalable interactive learning method to go beyond utilizing clustering in the pre-processing phase only. To evaluate the approach, we propose a new zero-shot inspired evaluation protocol over the ImageNet collection, and use an existing protocol for the large-scale YFCC100M collection. We show that our approach outperforms state-of-the-art approaches in terms of both suggestion relevance and interactive performance. In particular, our approach requires less than 0.3 s per interaction round to generate suggestions from the YFCC100M collection, using a single CPU core and less than 7 GB of main memory.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we discuss interactive learning from a scalability perspective, setting the stage for the novel approach. In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we then present the proposed approach in detail, and compare its performance to the state of the art in Sect. [4](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}, before concluding.

Related Work {#Sec2}
============

As outlined in the introduction, combining interactive learning with high dimensional indexing is a step towards unlocking the true potential of multimedia collections and providing added value for users. In this section we first describe the state of the art in interactive learning. Then, based on the identified advantages and limitations of interactive learning algorithms, we provide a set of requirements that high-dimensional indexing should satisfy for facilitating interactivity on extremely large collections. Finally, we use those requirements for reflecting on the state of the art in high-dimensional indexing.

**Interactive Learning:** Interactive learning has long been a cornerstone of facilitating access to document collections \[[@CR1], [@CR16], [@CR18], [@CR27]\] and it became an essential tool of multimedia researchers from the early days of content-based image and video retrieval \[[@CR15], [@CR36]\]. The most popular flavour of interactive learning is user relevance feedback that presents the user, in each interaction round, with the items for which the classification model is most confident \[[@CR36]\]. User relevance feedback has frequently been used in the best performing entries of benchmarks focusing on interactive video search and exploration \[[@CR28], [@CR41]\]. However, those solutions were designed for collections far smaller than YFCC100M, which is the challenge we take in this paper. Linear models for classification, such as Linear SVM are still amongst the most frequent choices in relevance feedback applications \[[@CR22], [@CR31], [@CR48]\] due to their simplicity, interpretability and explainability as well as the ability to produce accurate results with few annotated samples and scale to very large collections.

To the best of our knowledge, Blackthorn \[[@CR48]\] is the most efficient interactive multimodal learning approach in the literature. Its efficiency is achieved through adaptive data compression and feature selection, multi-core processing, and a classification model capable of scoring items directly in the compressed domain. Compared to product quantization \[[@CR17]\], a popular alternative optimized for k-NN search, Blackthorn was found to yield significantly more accurate results over YFCC100M with similar latency (1.2 s), while consuming modest computational resources (16 CPU cores with 5 GB of main memory).

**Indexing Requirements:** We have identified the following requirements for high-dimensional indexing to enhance the performance of interactive learning: **R1***Short and Stable Response Time: * A successful indexing approach in interactive learning combines good result quality with response time guarantees \[[@CR44]\].**R2***Preservation of Feature Space Similarity Structure: * Since interactive classifiers compute relevance based on a similarity structure on the feature space, the space partitioning of the high-dimensional indexing algorithm must preserve this similarity structure.**R3***k* *Farthest Neighbours: * Relevance feedback approaches typically try to inform the user by presenting the most confidently relevant items based on the judgments observed so far, which are the items farthest from the classification boundary. As results are intended for display on screen, the index should thus return *k* farthest neighbours (*k*-FN). We are not aware of any work in the high-dimensional literature targeting approximate *k*-FN where the query is a classification boundary. We therefore next review the related work and discuss how well different classes of high-dimensional indexing methods can potentially satisfy these three requirements.

**High-Dimensional Indexing.** Scalable high-dimensional indexing methods generally rely on approximation through some form of quantization. One class of methods uses scalar quantization. The NV-tree, for example, is a large-scale index that uses random projections at its core \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\], recursively projecting points onto segmented random lines. LSH is another indexing method that uses random projections acting as locality preserving hashing functions \[[@CR2], [@CR8]\]. Recently, multimedia researchers have considered hashing for multimedia applications, but typically at a much smaller scale than considered here \[[@CR13], [@CR29], [@CR42]\]. LSH has been considered in the context of hyperplane-based nearest-neighbour queries \[[@CR5], [@CR45]\] and point-based farthest-neighbour queries \[[@CR7], [@CR32], [@CR46]\], but not in the context of *hyperplane-based farthest-neighbour* queries. We argue that LSH and related methods fail to satisfy the three requirements above: they focus on quality guarantees rather than performance guarantees (**R1**); hashing creates "slices" in high-dimensional space, making ranking based on distance to a decision boundary difficult (**R2**); and they typically focus on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\epsilon $$\end{document}$-range queries, giving no guarantees on the number of results returned (**R3**).

A second class of methods is based on vector quantization, typically using clustering approaches, such as *k*-means, to determine a set of representative feature vectors to use for the quantization. These methods create Voronoï cells in the high-dimensional space, which satisfy **R2** well. Some methods, such as BoW-based methods, only store image identifiers in the clusters, thus failing to support **R3**, while others store the entire features, allowing to rank the results from the farthest clusters. Finally, many clustering methods seek to match well the distribution of data in the high-dimensional space. Typically, these methods end with a large portion of the collection in a single cluster, which in turn takes very long to read and score, thus failing to satisfy **R1** \[[@CR12]\].

Product quantization (PQ) \[[@CR17]\] and its variants \[[@CR4], [@CR10], [@CR14]\] cluster the high-dimensional vectors into low-dimensional subspaces that are indexed independently. PQ better captures the location of points in the high-dimensional space, which in turn improves the quality of the approximate results that are returned. One of the main aims of PQ is data compression, however, and PQ-based methods essentially transform the Euclidean space, complicating the identification of furthest neighbours (**R2**). PQ-compression was compared directly with the Blackthorn compression method designed for interactive learning \[[@CR48]\] and was shown as having inferior performance. The extended Cluster Pruning (eCP) algorithm \[[@CR11], [@CR12]\], however, is an example of a vector quantifier which attempts to balance cluster sizes for improved performance, thus aiming to satisfy all three requirements; we conclude that eCP is our prime candidate.

The Exquisitor Approach {#Sec3}
=======================

In this section, we describe Exquisitor, a novel interactive learning approach that tightly integrates high-dimensional indexing with the interactive learning process, facilitating interactive learning at the scale of the YFCC100M image collection using very moderate hardware resources. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows an outline of the Exquisitor approach. We start by considering the multimodal data representation and classifier, before describing the indexing and retrieval algorithms in separate sub-sections. To facilitate the exposition in this section, we occasionally use actual examples from the YFCC100M collection.

Media Representation and Classification Model {#Sec4}
---------------------------------------------

Similar to \[[@CR48]\], we choose to represent each image with two semantic feature vectors, one for visual content using deep-learning-based feature vectors and the second for textual content by extracting LDA topics from any textual metadata associated with the images. Although more descriptive approaches for extracting text features exist, in this case the LDA is effective in yielding discriminative representation for different items.

Directly working with these representations, however, is infeasible. In our case, using 1,000 and 100 dimensions for the visual and text domains, respectively, the feature vectors would require 8.8 KB of main memory per image, or around 880 GB for the YFCC100M collection, which is far beyond the storage capacity of typical hardware. We use the data compression method presented in \[[@CR48]\] that preserves semantic information with over 99% compression rate.

Consistent with the state of the art in user relevance feedback, the classifier used in Exquisitor is Linear SVM. The choice is further motivated by the algorithm's speed, reasonable performance and compatibility with the sparse compressed representation. Note that the choice of interactive classifier and features in each respective modality made in this paper is not an inherent setting of Exquisitor; they can be replaced as deemed fit. The choices made in this paper are in line with the choices made in the state of the art Exquisitor competes against (most notably \[[@CR48]\]), providing a level field for experimental evaluation.

Data Indexing {#Sec5}
-------------

The data indexing algorithm used in Exquisitor is based on the extended Cluster Pruning (eCP) algorithm \[[@CR12]\]. As motivated in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, the goal is to individually cluster each of the two feature representations with a vector quantizer, using a hierarchical index structure to facilitate efficient selection of clusters to process for suggestions. For each collection, cluster representatives are selected randomly and clusters are formed by assigning images to the nearest cluster based on Euclidean distance, computed efficiently directly in compressed space. The indexing algorithm recursively selects 1% of the images at each level as representatives for the level above, until fewer than 100 representatives remain to form the root of the index. As an example, the bottom level of the index for each modality in the YFCC100M collection consists of 992, 066 clusters, organized in a 3 level deep index hierarchy, which gives on average 100 images per cluster and per internal node. When building the indices, the average cluster size was chosen to be small, as previous studies show that searching more small clusters yields better results than searching fewer large clusters \[[@CR11], [@CR40]\].

Suggestion Retrieval {#Sec6}
--------------------

The retrieval of suggestions has the following three phases: identify *b* most relevant clusters, select *r* most relevant candidates per modality, and fuse modalities to retrieve *k* most relevant suggestions.[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}
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                \begin{document}$$\varvec{b}$$\end{document}$ **Most Relevant Clusters:** In each interaction round, the index of representatives is used to identify, for each modality, the *b* clusters most likely to contain useful candidates for suggestions. This search expansion parameter, *b*, affects the size of the subset that will be scored and can be used to balance between search quality and latency at run-time. All cluster representatives are scored by the interactive classifier and the *b* clusters farthest from the separating plane in the positive direction are selected as the most relevant clusters. In Sect. [4.3](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"} we evaluate the effects of *b* on the YFCC100M collection.

We observe that with the YFCC100M collection, both modalities have 1--2 clusters that are very large, with more than 1M items. These clusters require a significant effort to process, without improving suggestion quality. In the experiments reported here, we have therefore omitted clusters larger than 1M.
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                \begin{document}$$\varvec{r}$$\end{document}$ **Most Relevant Candidates per Modality:** Once the most relevant *b* clusters have been identified, the compressed feature vectors within these clusters are scored to suggest the *r* most relevant media items for each modality. The method of scoring individual feature vectors is the same as when selecting the most relevant clusters.

Some notes are in order here. First, in this scoring phase, media items seen in previous rounds are not considered candidates for suggestions. Second, an item already seen in the first modality is not considered as a suggestion in the second modality. Third, if all *b* clusters are small, the system may not be able to identify *r* candidates, in which case it simply returns all the candidates found. Finally, we observe that treating all *b* clusters equally results in an over-emphasis on items that score very highly in only one modality, but have a low score in the other modality. This can be troublesome if the relevant items have a decent score in both modalities. By segmenting the *b* clusters into $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b/S_c$$\end{document}$ this dominance can be avoided; we explore the impact of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_c$$\end{document}$ in Sect. [4.3](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}.
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                \begin{document}$$\varvec{k}$$\end{document}$ **Most Relevant Suggestions:** Once the *r* most relevant candidates from each modality have been identified, the modalities must be fused by aggregating the candidate lists to produce the final list of *k* suggestions. First, for each candidate in one modality, the score in the other modality is computed if necessary, by directly accessing the compressed feature vector, resulting in 2*r* candidates with scores in both modalities.[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} Second, the rank of each item in each modality is computed by sorting the 2*r* candidates. Finally, the average rank is used to produce the final list of suggestions.

**Multi-core Processing:** If desired, Exquisitor can take advantage of multiple CPU cores. With *w* cores available, the system creates *w* worker processes and assigns *b*/*w* clusters to each worker. Each worker produces *r* suggestions in each modality and fuses the two modalities into *k* candidates, as described above. The top *k* candidates overall are then selected by repeating the modality fusion process for the suggestions produced by the workers.

Experimental Evaluation {#Sec7}
=======================

In this section, we experimentally analyse the interactive performance of Exquisitor. We first outline the baseline comparison architectures from the literature. We then describe two detailed experiments. In the first experiment, we propose a new experimental protocol for interactive learning based on the popular ImageNet benchmark dataset, and show that (a) the Linear SVM model is capable of discovering new classes in the data, and (b) with high-dimensional indexing, performance is significantly improved. In the second experiment, we then use a benchmark experimental protocol from the literature defined over the YFCC100M collection, and show that at this scale the Exquisitor approach outperforms the baseline architectures significantly, both in terms of retrieval quality and interactive performance.

Baseline Approaches {#Sec8}
-------------------

In the experiments we compare Exquisitor with the following state-of-the-art approaches from the literature.

**Blackthorn:** To the best of our knowledge, Blackthorn \[[@CR48]\] is the only direct competitor in the literature for interactive learning at the YFCC100M scale. Unlike Exquisitor, Blackthorn uses no indexing or prior knowledge about the structure of the collection, instead using data compression and multi-core processing for scalability.**kNN+eCP:** This baseline is representative of pure query-based approaches using a *k*-NN query vector based on relevance weights \[[@CR23], [@CR34]\], an approach that was initially introduced for text retrieval \[[@CR35]\] but has been adapted for CBIR with relevance feedback \[[@CR37]\].**SVM+LSH, kNN+LSH:** These baselines represent SVM-based and *k*-NN-based approaches using LSH indexing. We replace the eCP index with a multi-probing LSH index \[[@CR30]\] using the FALCONN library \[[@CR3]\].

All comparison architectures are compiled with g++. Experiments are performed using dual 8-core 2.4 GHz CPUs, with 64 GB RAM and 4 TB local SSD storage. Note, however, that even the YFCC100M collection requires less than 7 GB of SSD storage and RAM, and most experiments use only a single CPU core.

While tuning LSH performance is difficult, due to the many parameters that interact in complex ways (*L* is the number of tables, *B* is the number of buckets in each table, and *p* is the number of buckets to read from each table at query time), we have strived to find parameter settings that (a) lead to a similar cell size distribution as eCP and (b) yield the best performance.

Experiment 1: Discovering ImageNet Concepts {#Sec9}
-------------------------------------------

Zero-shot learning is a method which trains a classifier to find target classes without including the target classes when training the model. Taking inspiration from zero-shot learning, the objective of this experiment is to simulate a user that is looking for a concept that is on their mind, but is not directly represented in the data; a successful interactive learning approach should be able to do this.

**Image Collection:** ImageNet is an image database based on the WordNet hierarchy. It is a well-curated collection targeting object recognition research as the images in the collection are categorized into approximately 21,000 WordNet synsets (synonym sets) \[[@CR9]\]. The collection contains 14,198,361 images, each of which is represented with the 1,000 ILSVRC concepts \[[@CR38]\]. Due to images being categorized into multiple WordNet synsets, the ImageNet collection contains duplicate images, each labelled differently, which can lead to false negatives.

**Experimental Protocol:** The protocol for the experiment is constructed by randomly selecting 50 concepts from the 1,000 ILSVRC concepts. For each concept a simulated user (henceforth called actor) is created, which knows which images belong to its concept and is charged with the task of finding items belonging to that concept. We have then created and indexed 5 different collections of visual features, where the feature value of the concepts belonging to 10 different actors have been set to 0 to introduce the zero-shot setting.

The workload for each actor proceeds as follows. Initially, 10 images from the concept and 100 random images are used as positive and negative examples, respectively, to create the first round of suggestions, simulating a situation where the exploration process has already started. In each round of the interactive learning process, the actor considers the suggested images from the system and designates images from its concept as positive examples, while 100 additional negative examples are drawn randomly from the entire collection. This is repeated for 10 interaction rounds, with performance statistics collected in each round. To combat the duplicate images problem, we first run the workload using the original data where the concepts are known in order to establish an upper bound baseline for each approach.Fig. 2.Average precision per round across all ImageNet actors for each interactive learning approach. The blue columns depict the known case, while the red depict the unknown case. (Color figure online) Table 1.Average latency per interaction round across all ImageNet actors.ApproachLatencyExquisitor0.008 sBlackthorn (1w)0.130 sBlackthorn (16w)0.017 sSVM+LSH0.008 skNN+eCP0.008 skNN+LSH0.004 s

**Results:** Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} compares the average precision across the 10 rounds for each of the approaches under study, for both the case when the concept is *known* (blue columns) and *unknown* (red columns). For Exquisitor and eCP+kNN, the search expansion parameter *b* is set to 256, while SVM+LSH and kNN+LSH have the following settings for the LSH index: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p=20$$\end{document}$.

Overall, the figure shows that precision for the known case is nearly 50% on average for the SVM-based approaches, and only slightly lower for the *k*-NN-based approaches. When the feature value for the actor's concept is not known, however, the average precision drops only slightly for the SVM-based approaches, while the *k*-NN-based approaches perform very poorly. These results indicate that the Linear-SVM model is clearly superior to the *k*-NN approach.

Turning to the average time required for each iteration of the learning process, Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} compares the approaches under study. Overall, we note that the four approaches relying on high-dimensional indexing perform very well using a single computing core, requiring less than 10 ms to return suggestions. At the moderate scale of the ImageNet collection, eCP and LSH perform similarly. Running Blackthorn with 16 cores is 2x slower, however, while running Blackthorn using a single core is about 16x slower.

As mentioned above, precision is impacted by the ImageNet collection itself containing duplicates. A visual inspection of the results of some of the worst-performing actors suggest that with known data, the majority of the non-relevant images are such duplicates. For the unknown case, a similar trend is seen for the SVM-based approaches, but not for the *k*-NN-based approaches, which clearly are unable to steer the query vectors for suggestions to a more relevant part of the collection. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows some examples of this, for the actor for concept "knee pad". As the figure shows, with any SVM-based approach the irrelevant images are also knee pads, but tagged to another related concept, while for the *k*-NN-based approach, no relevant images were found and the irrelevant images bear no relationship to knee pads.

Experiment 2: Performance at YFCC100M Scale {#Sec10}
-------------------------------------------

The goal of this experiment is to study the scalability of the Exquisitor approach, in comparison to the baseline approaches from the literature. To that end, we apply the only interactivee learning evaluation protocol from the literature that we are aware of at YFCC100M scale \[[@CR48]\].Fig. 3.Examples of relevant and irrelevant suggestions for different approaches for the ImageNet actor for the concept "knee pad".

**Collection:** The YFCC100M collection contains 99,206,564 Flickr images, their associated annotations (i.e. title, tags and description), a range of metadata produced by the capturing device, the online platform, and the user (e.g., geo-location and time stamps). The visual content is represented using the 1,000 ILSVRC concepts \[[@CR38]\] extracted using the GoogLeNet convolutional neural network \[[@CR43]\]. The textual content is encoded by (a) treating the title, tags, and description as a single text document, and (b) extracting 100 LDA topics for each image using the gensim toolkit \[[@CR33]\].

The YFCC100M collection, being large and uncurated, displays some interesting phenomena worth mentioning. First, a non-trivial proportion of images are a standard Flickr "not found" image.[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"} A similar situation arises in the text modality, with many images lacking text information altogether, resulting in zero-valued vectors. Such images are essentially noise, potentially crowding out more suitable candidates. Second, with the collection being massive and the data being compressed and clustered, discriminativeness of feature vectors becomes a problem: non-identical images may be mapped to identical feature vectors.

**Experimental Protocol:** For this experiment we follow the experimental interactive learning protocol in \[[@CR48]\]. This evaluation protocol is inspired by the MediaEval Placing Task \[[@CR6], [@CR24]\], in which actors simulating user behaviour look for images from 50 world cities.

To illustrate the tradeoffs between the interactive performance and result quality, we focus our analysis on precision and latency (response time) per interaction round. It is worth noting that due to both the scale of YFCC100M and its unstructured nature, precision is lower than in experiments involving small and well-curated collections.

**Impact of Search Expansion Parameter:** We start by exploring the impact of the search expansion parameter *b* for the eCP index. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} analyses the impact of *b*, the number of clusters read and scored, on the precision (fraction of relevant items seen) in each round of the interactive exploration. The *x*-axis shows how many clusters are read for scoring at each round, ranging from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b=512$$\end{document}$ (note the logarithmic scale of the axis), while the *y*-axis shows the average precision across the first 10 rounds of analysis. The figure shows precision for two Exquisitor variants, with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_c=16$$\end{document}$. In both cases, only one worker is used, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w=1$$\end{document}$. For comparison, the figure also shows the average precision for Blackthorn, the state-of-the-art SVM-based alternative.Fig. 4.Average precision over 10 rounds of analysis across all YFCC100M actors. Exquisitor: varying *b*; $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_c=1, 16$$\end{document}$. Fig. 5.Average latency over 10 rounds of analysis across all YFCC100M actors. Exquisitor: varying *b*; $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_c=1, 16$$\end{document}$.

As Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows, result quality is surprisingly good when scoring only a single cluster in each interaction round, returning about two-thirds of the precision of the state-of-the-art algorithm. As more clusters are considered, quality then improves further. As expected, dividing the *b* clusters into $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_c=16$$\end{document}$ chunks results in better quality, an effect that becomes more pronounced as *b* grows. In particular, with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b=256$$\end{document}$, Exquisitor returns significantly better results than Blackthorn. The reason is that by assigning the *b* relevant clusters to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_c=16$$\end{document}$ segments, Exquisitor is able to emphasize the bi-modal media items as explained in Sect. [3.3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}. Note that as further clusters are added with Exquisitor ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b=512$$\end{document}$ and beyond), the results become more and more similar to the Blackthorn results.

Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, on the other hand, shows the latency per interaction round. The figure again shows the two Exquisitor variants, with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Comparison:** Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the tradeoff between result quality, measured by average precision across 10 rounds of interaction, and the average latency required to produce the suggestions in each round. For Exquisitor, the figure essentially summarizes Figs. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. For kNN+eCP, the dots represent the same *b* parameter values, while for the LSH-based approaches a variety of parameter values are represented. The figure clearly demonstrates that Exquisitor is the best approach in both precision and response time compared to all the baseline approaches, achieving better precision than Blackthorn, requiring less than 0.3 s compared to Blackthorn's 1.2 s. Both *k*-NN-bases approaches get stuck at 6% which is to be expected since the *k*-NN query narrows down the scope of the search making it impossible to get out of local optima. SVM+LSH performs better, with precision nearly as good as Blackthorn and response time close to Exquisitor. Overall, however, Exquisitor performs better partly due to being able to utilize the SVM during cluster selection with *k*-FN queries, and partly due to the cluster segments allowing better multi-modal results.

Conclusions {#Sec11}
===========

In this paper, we presented Exquisitor, a new approach for exploratory analysis of very large image collections with modest computational requirements. Exquisitor combines state-of-the-art large-scale interactive learning with a new cluster-based retrieval mechanism, enhancing the relevance capabilities of interactive learning by exploiting the inherent structure of the data. Through experiments conducted on YFCC100M, the largest publicly available multimedia collection, Exquisitor achieves higher precision and lower latency, with less computational resources. Additionally, through a modified zero-shot learning experiment on ImageNet, we determine the Exquisitor approach to be excellent at solving cumbersome classification tasks. Exquisitor also introduces customizability that is, to the best of our knowledge, previously unseen in large-scale interactive learning by: (i) allowing a tradeoff between low latency (few clusters) and high quality (many clusters); and (ii) combatting data skew by omitting huge (and thus likely nondescript) clusters from consideration. Exquisitor has recently been used successfully in interactive media retrieval competitions such as the Lifelog Search Challenge \[[@CR21]\] and Video Browser Showdown \[[@CR19]\]. In conclusion, Exquisitor provides excellent performance on very large collections while being efficient enough to bring large-scale multimedia analytics to standard desktops and laptops, and even high-end mobile devices.

In the case of unimodal retrieval, the latter two phases can be merged.

To facilitate late modality fusion, the location of each feature vector in each cluster index is stored; each vector requires $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sim $$\end{document}$800 KB of RAM for the YFCC100M collection.

The image collection was actually downloaded very shortly after release, but already then this had become a significant issue.
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